INTRODUCTION
The fragment of the War with which this article is concerned is the Anti-Neutral Suit (Vestito antineutrale), designed in late-1914 by the Futurist painter and designer, Giacomo Balla. I approach the Suit as a no-longer-existing object whose former materiality contains within it physical traces of the processÐÐsimultaneously alluring and coerciveÐÐthrough which international legal subjects are called into being.
1 Juxtaposing the materiality of the original Suit against that of a number of present-day anti-neutral outfits in the context of another global war, this essay will suggest that international lawÕs subjects are not, in fact, as peaceable and egalitarian as one might expect from the language of the disciplineÕs ÔsourcesÕ. 2 Instead, it will be argued that those subjectsÐÐand states, the primary subjects of international law), in particularÐÐare constituted as violent and expansionist, eager participants in the war of all against all. I refer, here, not only to the never-ending series of conflicts in which todayÕs nation-states are engaged, but also to the drive to establish ever more ÔperfectÕ conditions of competition. continues, it did do some Ôuseful groundworkÕ, which Ôhelped to consolidate the United Nations later onÕ. The Mandates System, for instance, was set up to allow Ôthe colonies of the defeated powersÕ to be Ôadministered by the Allies for the benefit of their inhabitantsÕ, while the Leaguesupervised system of minority rights Ôpaved the way for a later concern to secure human rightsÕ.
Only after Ôthe trauma of the Second World WarÕ, however, was the League succeeded by an organisation, the UN, with aspirations to become Ôtruly universalÕ. The Ôadvent of decolonisationÕ in the 1950s Ôfulfilled this expectationÕ at last. But this international legal account of WWI, though favoured by public figures, is not the only one currently in circulation. New histories have been streaming onto bookshelves, screens and radios around the World in recent years, timed to coincide with the centenary. This is particularly the case in the WestÐÐan area which maps almost exactly onto the geographical space once occupied by the main imperial protagonists of the War: those ÔsovereignÕ international ÔpersonalitiesÕ, on both sides of the conflict, whose consent made its pursuit legitimate, and therefore real. 16 As a geographical area, Ôthe EastÕ, by contrast, corresponds relatively accurately to the areas which were dragged into the conflict as international objectsÑas the malleable, manipulable, aconsensual constructions of international subjectivity. Of these, the ÔMiddle EastÕ is one of the WarÕs most obvious international legal artefacts (as ISIS militants do not hesitate to point out). Clark continues, however, Ôwhat must strike any 21st-century reader who follows the course of the crisis is its raw modernityÕ. 29 In the wake of the collapse of bipolar stability after 1989, he concludes, July 1914 seems almost Ôless remote from usÑless unintelligibleÑnow than it was in the 1980sÕ. 30 Similarly Hew Strachan warns that we should not be seduced by the ÔRuritanian qualityÕ of the July Crisis into encountering it as a story from another universe. The assassination seems Ômore modern to us now than it did on the warÕs fiftieth anniversary, when terrorism was rareÕ. 31 However, even as they insist on the continuing relevance of the War, these new histories all, come to accept as wholly unremarkable a level of everyday mass-violence which, a hundred years ago, still had the power to shock. I begin from Mikhail BakhtinÕs suggestion that in the attempt to they planned to disrupt a lecture by the eminent professor, Giuseppe Chiovenda, whose views they considered neutralisti and tedescofili (neutralist and pro-German).
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As this trio of FuturistsÑFilippo Tommaso Marinetti, the movementÕs leader, the poet Francesco Cangiullo (both in Figure 1 ) and Balla himselfÑwere painfully aware, the First World War was by then in full swing only a few hundred miles away. Some of its most legendary battles were already over, and the fighting had spread right through the African, Asian and Pacific veins of the conflictÕs main players, with fronts open from Togoland to Tsingtao, and from Basra to the Cocos Islands.
Yet to the disgust of these three young men, Italy had chosen early on in the crisis to remain neutral, Marinetti, Cangiullo and Balla were relying on the likelihood that they would at first be mistaken for a group of law students. However, beneath his nondescript, blue-green ÔLodenÕ cape, 46 Cangiullo was wearing an outfit whose impact was designed to be as explosively interventionist as the screams and punches that accompanied it. This was BallaÕs Vestito antineutrale, one of the most legendary creations of fashion and art historyÑits bizarre asymmetric cut patterned with flame-like stripes in the red, white and green of the Italian flag; its matching tricolour beret crowned with a silver star like some Ômarvellous frutto di mareÕ. 
trousers in tatters, the buttons missing, the braces hanging. I believed myself to be the lover of Italy, caught in the act É
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As CangiulloÕs account confirms, the Suit itself no longer exists, having been destroyed essentially by the force of its own impact a matter of hours after its entry into the world. However, although we can no longer see, touch or smell it, there are certain things we are able to know about its physicality nonetheless. We know from BallaÕs surviving creations ( Figure 1 ) and designs ( Figure   2 ), for instance, that it was made of white, red and green flannel. We know, too, that there had been difficulty in finding a tailor capable of making up BallaÕs impossibly complex design, and that the only sarto with the necessary skillÑa certain Signore Petrosemo, recommended by BallaÕs wifeÑ lived above his workshop deep in the impoverished backstreets of Trastevere. 50 We also know something about the purpose of the Suit, thanks to the manifesto Balla had published two months The ManifestoÕs language and capitalised, emboldened typography underscores the explicitly interpellative purpose of the Suit. ÔHumanityÕ, it declaredÑa category equated, in BallaÕs text, to the European Ômale bodyÕÑhad been Ôdiminished by neutral shadesÕ and Ôsuffocated by the antihygienic passŽism of heavy fabrics and boring, effeminate, or decadent half-colorsÕ. 51 In an era of dull capes and rigid, dreary uniforms, menÕs clothing (as epitomised by the Suit) should be so bizarre, so shocking that it would, quite literally, force those confronted with it to respond as nationalists, imperialists and, above all, as Futurists, 52 calling forth from them an overwhelming desire to force the elected government to take Italy into the War:
We Futurists want to liberate our race from every neutrality, from fearful and enervating indecision, from negating pessimism and nostalgic, romantic, and flaccid inertia. We want to at any moment.
[É] All of Italy's youth will recognize that we don our feisty Futurist banners for our necessary, URGENT great war.
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Although it no longer exists, therefore, the Suit leaves in its wake an archive of artefacts from which it is possible to retrieve a sense of the temporal and spatial dimensions of the narrative which it sought to impose on the World, and hence of the character of the protagonist which it sought to mould of its witnessesÕ astonished consciousnesses.
First, the temporality of the Suit was, of course, future-time. The outfit was designed to incubate in those who encountered it an urge to accelerate into the super-rationalist, highly technified tomorrow which the mechanised carnage of the War ushered in while scorching the earth of yesterday irrevocably. The outfit that Petrosimo made up certainly did not last long in its first battle; yet it did succeed in causing a furore that made headlines in the Roman newspapers. 54 1. All freedoms should be granted to the individual and the people, except the right of being a coward.
2. Let it be proclaimed that the word ITALY must dominate over the word FREEDOMÉ
[O]ur slim peninsula is swollen with creative genius, and has the right to govern the world. 58 The Italian word plagio can also mean coercion, subjugation or brainwashing. of ÒcontextÓ from which to determine context nor any internal criteria within either object or press-room/releases/5708-guggenheim-museum-presentsunprecedented-survey-of-italian-futurism-opening-in-February (last visited 24 January 2016). 67 In an attempt, perhaps, to resolve the paradox of FuturismÕs loud misogyny, for example, the Guggenheim retrospective concluded, at the summit of the MuseumÕs famed (non-negotiable, linear) spiral-ramp, with a series of enormous paintings of Bernadetta Cappa, MarinettiÕs wife and one of the only successful female Futurist artists. Africa, we performed our complicity within a much wider project of sanitisation, of which the event we were watching was just a fragment. The truth of our audience-performance was manifest to anyone who wished to see it: the once-scandalous expansionist-accelerationist chronotope that
Futurism dedicated itself to advancing has become normal to the point of banal, at least in the West. The perspicacity of this once-incredible vision is difficult to deny. 74 It is not, however, all that surprising. After all, what the Futurists desired was not to destroy the social order in which they Futurist poem that has ever materialized up to nowÕ, to quote Marinetti once again 80 ÐÐis of concern to those who do not identify with the collective, ÔhumanityÕ, to which that ÔweÕ refers. It is of concern, in particular, to those who reject the categorisation of ÔtraditionalÕ or, perhaps, ÔtribalÕ; to those who do not understand their relationship with non-human life as one of ÔsubjectÕ to ÔobjectÕ. 81 As Part IV of this essay will argue, it is largely thanks to international law that ÔhumanityÕÑthe Cazeneuve to declare: ÔThis is just the beginning. The response of the Republic will be totalÉThe terrorists will never destroy the Republic, because it is the Republic that will destroy themÕ. fade, and it will never lose meaning. ItÕs completely beautiful, and I will never forget it.
That, is love. ! the ÔjihadistÕ group ISIS, for example, currently the most visible enemy in this war. 95 The conflict in question isÑagain, as in 1914Ñwaged in the name of a future that is persistently conflated with a particular vision of freedom. This is the atomised individual liberty spoken of by MarxÑthe freedom of the self-owning, self-determining subject of law as Ôisolated monadÕ. 96 But it is also the simultaneously individual-and-state freedom performed (though not invented) by the Anti-Neutral SuitÑthe struggle of she who, thanks to her capacity to grasp the value of such liberty (as in womanÕs Ôownership of her own bodyÕ), both represents and is represented by a free (ÔsovereignÕ) nation-state, which is, in turn, cast as the origin and guarantor of her self-ownership/liberty. The epitome of this micro/macro subject, with its both individual and collective, both cause and effect ÔlibertyÕ, is invokedÑand provokedÑby all three of these contemporary anti-neutral outfits. Seeing them, we are (supposed to be) galvanised by the young Eastern European woman with the selfassurance to use her breasts as weapons against ÔtotalitarianismÕ, and to fold the struggle of a woman she has never met into her own conception of global struggle in an assertion of the ÔuniversalityÕ of the values ÔprotectedÕ by the Western state. 97 We are (supposed to be) convinced by the knee-jerk plausibility of the French stateÕs claim to be the vehicle through which the suffering of all the victims of the Paris attacks can be condensed, homogenised, sublimated and purified, thus rendering natural FranceÕs status as the collective agent of freedomÕs militarised vengeance. We are (supposed to be) moved by the young British athlete with a rough urban background whose unswerving passion, self-belief and discipline has won him the chance to represent his nation at the most widely-viewed sporting event in the world. However disparate their ostensible concerns may be (feminism, French defence-policy, football), they all ÔhailÕ us with the same greeting: as individuals and therefore as microcosmic states; as states and therefore as macrocosmic individuals; as rights-bearing legal ÔpersonalitiesÕ and therefore as participants in a conflict whose already-global parameters continueÑsomehowÑto expand. It is law, and not the absence of law, in other words, which produces the ÔallÕ in HobbesÕs supposedly pre-legal world war.
The enemy of the doubly-free, micro/macro subject who hails us from these images is, of course (or rather, since this antagonist tends not be represented in individual terms, the enemies are) the ÔbarbariansÕ: the faceless Ômullahs and caliphsÕ and above all the ÔterroristsÕÑruled, we are told, not 
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The trigger for all four of these anti-neutral episodes was an encounter, mediated by attire, between subjects or ÔpersonalitiesÕ, as was the Futurist demonstration at La Sapienza. However, where the Anti-Neutral Suit is still famous for its spectacular intervention into the politics of the 1914-18 period, the episodes just described constitute only a handful among countless other similar occurrences which happen so frequently that one can only notice them by lining them up. Taken together, however, they provide one indication of just how relentless ÔhumanityÕ is, today, being forced into a position of anti-neutrality in relation to the global war in which we are allÑwhether we notice it or notÑparticipants. This process of interpellation takes place not only through such straightforward mechanisms as conscription (economic or otherwiseÑsee Eslava in this Issue), but also through attireÑthat is, through the subjective interface that we place between ourselves and the World. In the latterÕs wealthier, more powerful regionsÑareas which correspond, as we have seen, with the map of belligerent subjectivity, 1914-18Ñthis can perhaps be appreciated more profoundly if we move away from the kind of public demonstrations examined above into the private, more intimate, even more obscure contents of our wardrobes.
It would be difficult, to find anyone in the West (and, indeed, in many parts of the East) who has not either owned or aspired to own at least one brightly-coloured item of specialist clothing made of be understood as an actually-existing salute to the systematic destruction of the relics of humanityÕs burdensome past. 106 Indeed, as we bend down to tie up our laces, whispering motivational slogans to ourselves (Ôjust do itÕ), the very materiality of our running shoes instructs us to participate in an endless, edgeless conflict in which the endÑindividual victoryÑjustifies any means. At the same time, their very availability sooths and comforts our disciplined consciousness (much like their arch-supporting innersoles) with the promise of continual technological, and therefore subjective,
innovation. However deeply we may be implicated in the suffering we know went into their production and distribution, 107 whatever destructive consequences we know will accompany their disposal, 108 the act of lacing up our trainers assures us that thoseÐÐsneaker-wearersÐÐaligned on the side of technology will soon develop the tools to save, at least, their/our own grandchildren.
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THE ANTI-NEUTRAL STATE
The standard history of international law is, as we have seen, a story of the disciplineÕs natural evolutionÑstarting from the baseline/front-line of the First World WarÑfrom ÔtraditionalÕ to ÔmodernÕ precisely in and through the process of outlawing the unilateral use of force, universalising the state system through decolonisation and protecting universal human rights. This being the case, one might wonder what the discipline could possibly have in common with a movement which celebrated war, and in particular the Great War, as Ôthe worldÕs only hygieneÕ. 110 Bearing in mind the FuturistsÕ decision to attack La SapienzaÕs Faculty of Jurisprudence before any other department, surely it must be correct to understand the Anti-Neutral Suit and the discipline of international law as opposed, or at any rate incommensurable, artefacts of human civilisation.
As I have argued, however, if we juxtapose international lawÕs narration of WW1 against the SuitÕs own construction of (the) War, a number of parallels arise which point to a different possibility: that international law might have turned out to be FuturismÕs most successful vehicle, if also its most unlikely. To begin with, it is worth noting that the equivalence, which it was the SuitÕs purpose to express, between the (Futurist) individual subject and the (belligerent, Italian) state, is the same equivalence from which international law derives its legitimacy. It is difficult to appreciate, in 2017, how much violence has been and continues to be involved in this ÔanalogyÕÑin the claim that the state, in juridical terms, should be understood as the free, self-determining individual Ôwrit largeÕ.
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Since the 1960s, that claimÑtraceable historically, geographically and theoretically to the very specific situation of ÔmedievalÕ Western Europe 112 Ñhas come to be accepted on a global scale, thanks to the magnetic pull of sovereign statehood as a concept and promise during the midtwentieth century decolonisation process. 113 It is this claim that made international law a truly ÔuniversalÕ discipline, according to its most influential scholars and practitioners.
Notwithstanding the astonishing levels of violence that they have faced in consequence, Indigenous peoples constitute one of the only sources of sustained opposition and alternatives to this idea today.
In 1914, however, nation-states were still the exception, not the rule. As Chiam describes in this issue, for instance, radical socialists and syndicalists across the planet fought against the turn to nationalism which the Great War inspired, as much on the Left as on the RightÑa struggle etched into the fate of the Second and Third Internationals. 114 The violence involved both in making and maintaining the nation-state was a fact of life across the political spectrum a century ago, and not only for the Futurists. Their own beloved state, Italy, had itself been constituted (ÔunifiedÕ), at a cost of more than twenty thousand lives barely half a century before the War, in a process which all but 
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Even as this reinforced version of the domestic analogy has itself come to be expanded and strengthened, few lawyers and even fewer statesmen today labour under the illusion that legal subjectivity in either individual or collective form will produce substantive freedom or equality of any kind. On the contrary, legal subjectivity in both its (micro/macro) manifestations is called upon to create a Ôlevel playing fieldÕ, upon which the contest for material resources can now be conducted without any need on the part of the state to establish jurisdictional control. 118 It is, of course, in order to compete on this field that we desire/acquire some top-of-the-range trainers. With all ÔexternalÕ impediments removed, victory in this game is assumedÑprecisely as it was assumed by the FuturistsÑto depend upon the individual aptitude and creativity of the players alone, notwithstanding a distributive context that has been predetermined since the fifteenth century by the unfolding projects of colonialism and capitalism. International law might have outlawed the former, beginning, tentatively, in 1919. Yet the task of intensifying the game of material domination via the widening and deepening of the ÔfreeÕ market has become central to the disciplineÕs logic over precisely the same 100-year period.
It is international law, above all, that has driven forward the radical, rapid and violent expansion of the size and scope of the global Ôplaying fieldÕ at all levels. 119 Sometimes this has involved a public international law strategy of conditioning the assumption of international personality on the constitutionalisation of the legal framework for the market, as seen recently in Kosovo, BosniaHerzegovina, Iraq and elsewhere (that is, in the East, once again). 120 But it is in the sphere of public international lawÕs private lifeÑin its grey, technical Ôsub-disciplinesÕ of international economic law, international trade law and international investment lawÑthat the push to level the pitch has been strongest.
This international Ôprivate sphereÕ is often treated as being of almost no interest to public international lawyers. Returning to ShawÕs best-selling introductory textbook, for example, we find not a single one of its 23 chapters devoted to any of these economic ÔspecialismsÕ. Yet as Orford has pointed out, ÔÒinternationalismÓ is equally the realm of a market-oriented and technocratic approach to governance that is far removed from the rights-based and participatory model dreamed of by idealistic international and human rights lawyersÕ. 121 Moreover, the treaties and programmes issued by states and international institutions are often responsible for Ôcreating the conditions that led to the violenceÕ which public international law is called upon to solve. reproducible anti-neutral spectacle that is both connected to and disconnected from the Great War.
The consumption of this spectacle forces usÑwhether we like it or notÑto identify either with or against a particular kind of future, characterised by a profound indifference to, if not a joyous celebration of, the particular kind of violence that I described above. I refer, here, to the unbearably provocative, inherently expansionist violence of the two legally co-constituted subjects which, together, supply international law with its raison dÕ•tre. To give them their Futurist formulation:
ÔThe Nation = expansion + the multiplication of the ÒIÓ.Õ
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The unsolicited, unanticipated spectacle of these three mini Anti-Neutral Suits also underscores this articleÕs wider suggestion that particularity may not, in fact, be the enemy of continuity, as Clark, Greene and other mainstream historians and art historians tend to assume. The objects, moments and episodes that I have pieced together into a kind of montage are each specific to a particular time and space. Each belongs, if only initially, to a particular context which, in another context, might be considered a text. Nonetheless, the act of zooming in to observe the contours of that specificity does not prevent us, then, from zooming out once again to see the patterns into which the shrapnel has fallen and, above all, to acknowledge the dead and recall their dreams. 
